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The fragment yields from the multifragmentation of gold, lanthanum, and krypton nuclei obtained by the
EOS Collaboration are examined in terms of Fisher’s droplet formalism modified to account for Coulomb
energy. The critical exponentss andt and the surface energy coefficientc0 are obtained. Estimates are made
of the pressure-temperature and temperature-density coexistence curve of finite neutral nuclear matter as well
as the location of the critical point.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In past attempts to investigate the relationship between
nuclear multifragmentation and a liquid to vapor phase tran-
sition @1–12# various studies have sought to determine one or
more critical exponents@1,3,9–11,13#, other studies have ex-
amined caloric curves@4#, and still others have reported the
observation of negative heat capacities@8#. These studies
suffer from the lack of knowledge of the system’s location in
pressure-density-temperature (p,r,T) space. For example,
interpretations of caloric curves and negative heat capacities
depend on assumptions of either constant pressure or con-
stant density@14,15#. In the case of determining critical ex-
ponents, it was assumed that the fragmenting system is at
coexistence and the dominant factor in fragment production
was the surface energy. The analysis presented below makes
no assumptions about the location of the system in (p,r,T)
space and allows for other energetic considerations with re-
gards to fragment production.

In this paper the analysis technique recently used on mul-
tifragmentation data collected by the ISiS Collaboration@10#
is applied to the data sets for the multifragmentation of gold,
lanthanum, and krypton nuclei collected by the EOS Col-
laboration. All three EOS experimental data sets are shown
to contain the signature of a liquid to vapor phase transition
manifested by the scaling behavior predicted by Fisher’s
droplet formalism, and the liquid-vapor coexistence line is
determined over a large temperature interval extending up to
and including the critical point. The critical exponentst and
s as well as the critical temperatureTc , the surface energy
coefficientc0, and the compressibility factorCF are directly
extracted. From the behavior of the fragment yields thep-T
and T-r coexistence curves are determined and the critical
pressurepc and critical densityrc are estimated.

A. Overview

The paper is organized as follows: Section I B reviews the
EOS data sets, Sec. II A reviews Fisher’s droplet formalism
and its connection to nuclear evaporation, Sec. II B discusses
the details of the data analysis, Sec. II C reports the results of
the data analysis, Sec. II D shows the physical implications
of these results, and finally, in Sec. III a brief discussion of
the results is made. In order to demonstrate the efficacy of
the analysis performed on the EOS data sets, an appendix
shows the results of this analysis performed on percolation
cluster distributions.

B. EOS data sets

The EOS Collaboration has collected data for the reverse
kinematics reactions 1.0A GeV Au1C, 1.0A GeV, La1C
and 1.0A GeV Kr1C @16,17#. There were ;25 000,
;22 000, and;36 000 fully reconstructed events recorded
for the Au1C, La1C, and Kr1C reactions, respectively.
The term ‘‘fully reconstructed’’ means that the total mea-
sured charge in each event was within three units of the
charge of the projectile.

For every event, the charge and mass of the projectile
remnant (Z0 , A0) were determined by subtracting the charge
and mass of the particles knocked out of the projectile from
the charge and mass of the projectile@16,17#.

The thermal component of the excitation energy per
nucleon of the remnantE* was determined as follows. First,
the total excitation energy per nucleonEtotal* was recon-
structed based on an energy balance between the initial stage
of the excited remnant and the final stage of the noninteract-
ing fragments. The prescription@18# for calculatingEtotal* is
then
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Etotal* 5F( ~KEi1Qi !1
3

2
nTGY A0 , ~1!

where n is the multiplicity of neutrons produced via frag-
mentation, KEi is the kinetic energy of thei th fragment in
the reference frame of the remnant, andQi is the removal
energy andT is the temperature of a Fermi gas. For further
details see Ref.@16#.

The thermal component of the excitation energy per
nucleon of the remnantE* was then determined by subtract-
ing the expansion energyEX from Etotal* , where the quantity
EX is given by

EX5S ( KE2Eth2ECoulombD Y A0 , ~2!

with (KE the total kinetic energy,Eth the sum of the trans-
lational thermal contribution to the fragment spectra, and
ECoulomb the Coulomb contribution.

The translational energy is given by

Eth5
3

2
Tisotope~m21n21!, ~3!

wherem2 is the multiplicity of fragments andTisotope is the
temperature calculated from the isotopic yields@16,17#. This
form follows that outlined in Ref.@19#.

The Coulomb contribution is given by

ECoulomb5
3

5
e2FZ0

2

Rr
2(

Z

NZZ2

~Vr /V0!1/3RZ
G , ~4!

where Rr is the radius of the excited remnant,NZ is the
number of fragments with chargeZ, andRZ is the radius~at
normal density! of a fragment with chargeZ. The volumes
~and radii! were V0, the volume of the remnant at normal
density, andVr5Vprojectile(TFermi gas/Tisotope)

3/2, the volume
of the excited remnant that isentropically expands from the
normal volume of the projectileVprojectile @16#; Rr is then
determined fromVr assuming a spherical volume. This form
of ECoulomb follows Ref. @19# and takes into account the
changing volume of the excited remnant as a function of
excitation energy. Previous estimates ofECoulomb did not ac-
count for the changing volume of the fragmenting remnant
@16,17#. This difference leads to a fewA MeV difference in
E* in the most violent collisions.

For the analysis in this paper, the data for each system
was binned in terms ofE* in units of 0.5A MeV; i.e., 20 bins
covered the excitation energy range 0A MeV<E*
<10A MeV. Figure 1 shows some of the systematics of the
EOS data binned in this manner. These results are consistent
with other EOS publications@12,16,17,20#.

The systematics of the EOS data sets shown in Fig. 1
demonstrates the similarity in behavior exhibited by the data
sets when their differing sizes are taken into account by nor-
malizing the quantity in question to the projectile charge
Zprojectile or the charge of the fragmenting systemZ0. The
exception is seen in Fig. 1~d! where only belowE* ;4A
MeV do all three systems behave similarly. AboveE* ;4A

MeV, the size of the fragmenting systems dominates. This is
reflected in the ordering ofmIMF /Z0, from lowest to highest:
krypton, lanthanum, and gold.

II. ANALYSIS

As with several other analyses@1,3,7–11,21–24#, the ba-
sis of the present effort lies in an examination of the frag-
ment yield distribution in the context of Fisher’s droplet for-
malism @25–29#. Thus, a brief review of Fisher’s formalism
is given in the following section, together with a justification
for its applicability to nuclear decay rates.

A. Fisher’s droplet formalism

Fisher’s droplet formalism and its forerunners@30,31# are
based on an equilibrium description of physical clusters or

FIG. 1. ~a! The distribution of events as a function of excitation
energy.~b! The nucleon number of the fragmenting systemA0 nor-
malized to the nucleon number of the projectileAprojectile. ~c! The
charge of the fragmenting systemZ0 normalized to the charge of
the projectileZprojectile. ~d! The number of intermediate mass frag-
ments (4<Z<Z0/4) mIMF normalized to the charge of the frag-
menting system.~e! The nucleon number of the largest fragment
Amax normalized toA0. ~f! The charge of the largest fragmentZmax

normalized toZ0. ~g! The multiplicity of fragments (1<Z<Zmax)
resulting from the fragmentation of the systemm2 no-
rmalized toZ0.
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droplets that condense in a low density vapor. While Fisher’s
formalism has long been applied to nuclear multifragmenta-
tion yields @1,3,7–11,21–24#, the question arises as to the
validity of a picture of clusters in equilibrium within a low
density vapor to experiments in which excited nuclei un-
dergo multifragmentation in vacuum. Specifically, in which
sense is there an equilibrium between liquid and vapor in the
free ~vacuum! decay of a~multifragmenting! hot intermedi-
ate ~nucleus!? Or more to the point, where is the vapor?

If one assumes, as in a compound nucleus reaction, that
the initial collision entity relaxesquickly to a hot thermalized
blob, which proceedsslowly to emit particles stochastically,
the answers to this question is simple. The hot blob is the
liquid which is evaporating in free space according to stan-
dard evaporation theories. To establish coexistence, the vapor
need not be present. All that is necessary is to appreciate that
~i! in first order phase transitions the interaction between the
two phases is unnecessary;~ii ! the rate of evaporation defines
uniquely the vapor phase, even when the vapor phase
is absent.

In fact the concentration of speciesA is completely de-
fined by

RA5nA~T!v Ā~T!, ~5!

whereRA(T) is the emission flux ofA, nA(T) is the concen-
tration of speciesA, andv Ā(T) is the average velocity ofA
which is of order ofAT/A. In other words, the outward flux,
at equilibrium, is the same as the inward flux.

Thus a direct connection is made between the statistical
decay rate and Fisher’s equilibrium description of cluster for-
mation. Two consequences follow.

~i! At equilibrium, the evaporated particle is replaced by
the back flux from the vapor. However, since the back flux is
absent in the case of nuclear multifragmentation, this analy-
sis is limited to particles with low emission probability~first
chance! and must avoid particles which are emitted with high
multiplicity. This is approximately achieved by eliminating
fragments withZ,4 from the ensuing analysis.

~ii ! In the same spirit as above, the pertinent temperature
is that of the blob as it evaporates low probability particles.
Thus, rather than worrying about the role of high multiplicity
particles and their associated cooling on the energy-
temperature relationship, the Fermi gas relationshipE
5aT2 can be assumed with good confidence.

With this picture in mind, we return to Fisher’s formal-
ism.

The basic idea is that a non ideal vapor of particles inter-
acting with repulsive cores and short range attractive forces
can be approximated at low densities and temperature by an
ideal gas consisting of noninteracting monomers, dimers, and
trimers at equilibrium. The~free! energy of sufficiently large
clusters can be estimated in terms of their volume and sur-
face energy. These clusters are in equilibrium with each other
and the relative abundances of differently sized clusters
changes with temperature and pressure@26#.

The relative abundances of clusters withA constituents
are given by

nA5q0A2texpF DmA

T
2

c0«As

T G . ~6!

Hereq0 is a constant of proportionality which is fixed by the
critical density @32,33#. The power lawA2t arises from a
combinatorial factor that depends on the fact that the surface
of the cluster must be closed@34,35#. The distance from co-
existence is

Dm5m l2m, ~7!

wherem l is the chemical potential of the liquid at coexist-
ence andm is the chemical potential of the system. For
Dm.0 ~a superheated vapor! andDm50 ~liquid-vapor co-
existence! the above sum always converges. While forDm
,0 ~a supersaturated vapor!, the sum diverges. The ‘‘classi-
cal’’ part of the surface energy is parametrized byc0«As,
wherec0 is the zero temperature surface energy coefficient,
«5(Tc2T)/Tc andAs relates the number of constituents of
a cluster to the most probable surface area. Fisher’s critical
exponentss andt depend on the Euclidean dimensionality
and universality class of the system.

The total pressure of the entire cluster distribution is
given by summing all of the partial pressuresTnA ,

p5( TnA , ~8!

and the density is

r5( AnA . ~9!

Thus the pressure and density of the system can be inferred
from knowledge of the cluster distributions.

At the critical point the system is at coexistence (Dm
50) and the classical part of the surface energy cost van-
ishes («50). Thus both exponential factors are unity, leav-
ing only the temperature independent power law

nA5q0A2t. ~10!

Away from the critical point, but along the coexistence curve
so thatDm50, the cluster distribution is given by

nA5q0A2texpS 2
c0«As

T D . ~11!

Equation~11! can be rewritten as

nA5Fq0A2texpS c0As

Tc
D GexpS 2

c0As

T D5RexpS 2
B

TD .

~12!

Thus the cluster distribution along the coexistence curve is
given by a Boltzmann factor with
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R5q0A2texpS c0As

Tc
D ~13!

and

B5c0As. ~14!

This Boltzmann factor manifests itself in Arrhenius plots for
the fragment yields where a linear relation between ln(nA)
and and 1/T is observed. This behavior has long been ob-
served in many nuclear fragment yield distributions@6,36–
41# and has recently been observed in the cluster distribu-
tions of percolation~with the bond breaking probability
playing the role of temperature! @36# and the Ising
model @42#.

As discussed above, Fisher’s formalism relates directly to
a reaction rate picture. In this picture, the heavy fragments
~e.g.,Z>4) are the product of first chance emission from the
excited remnant. The first chance emission from a compound
nucleus can be written as

nA~T!}G}e(2B/T). ~15!

Thus the fragment yields, parametrized via Fisher, can be
related to the decay rates~widthsG). Furthermore,G, which
controls the first chance emission yields, is the same decay
width which controls the mean emission timest since

Gt'\, ~16!

and thus

t}
1

G
}

1

nA~T!
}e(B/T). ~17!

The mean time for fragment emission reported by the ISiS
Collaboration@41,43# is well described as a Boltzmann fac-
tor. It was also noted that the Boltzmann factor describing
the emission times is the same as that describing the frag-
ment yields@44#. This indicates that the thermal reaction rate
picture is valid for multifragmentation; fragments can be
viewed as being the result of the evaporation of an excited
nucleus.

B. Fitting the data

Preliminary fits of the gold, lanthanum, and krypton data
with Eq. ~6! led to puzzlingly large results forDm (^Dm&
'3A MeV! which could be interpreted as a substantial de-
gree of supersaturation. A much more plausible alternative
explanation is the lack of an account of the Coulomb effects
in Fisher’s formalism. Equations~12! and ~14! support the
presence of a barrier controlling the flux from liquid to vapor
and vice versa. This barrier should depend not only on the
surface energy of the fragment but should reflect the entire
energy necessary to remove a fragment from the liquid and
place it into the vapor. At the least, the energy necessary to
relocate a chargeZ from the bulk to ‘‘near’’ the surface of the
‘‘residual’’ nucleus should be evaluated. This energy is nega-
tive and counteracts the effects of the surface energy. Fur-

thermore, it is to leading order, linear inZ and thus inA.
Thus the large values ofDm. An attempt to include the Cou-
lomb energy explicitly is then

nA5q0A2texpS ADm1ECoul

T
2

c0«As

T D , ~18!

with

ECoul5
~Z02Z!Z

r 0~~A02A!1/31A1/3!
~12e2x«!, ~19!

with r 051.2 fm. In Eq.~19! there is a recognizable Coulomb
interaction energy of two touching spheres modified by a
factor of @12exp(2x«)#. The parameterx ~left as a fit pa-
rameter! takes into account the numerical coefficients of the
linear term inZ plus polarization effects, and« takes care of
the need for the vanishing difference between the liquid and
vapor near the critical point. Note that the Coulomb energy
discussed in Eq.~4! is different from the Coulomb energy
discussed in Eq.~19!. Equation~4! describes the total Cou-
lomb energy present in the fragmentation process, while Eq.
~19! describes the cost in moving a fragment from the
nuclear liquid to the nuclear vapor.

The mass of a fragmentA prior to secondary decay was
estimated by multiplying the measured fragment chargeZ by
2 and then by a factor of@11y(E* /Bf)# whereBf is the
binding energy of the fragment andy is a fit parameter to
allow for an increase or decrease in the amount of secondary
decay.

The temperature was determined by assuming a degener-
ate Fermi gas,

T5AaE* . ~20!

The parametera was taken to be@45#

a58S 11
E*

B0
D ~21!

in order to accommodate the empirically observed change in
a with excitation energy@46#. HereB0 is the binding energy
of the fragmenting system. Using the Fermi gas approxima-
tion to relateE* andT gives a more reasonable estimate of
the temperature of the excited remnant at the time of first
chance emission than does an isotope thermometer which
yields a temperature integrated from the first emission to the
last @47#. It has been observed that even the isotope ratio
thermometer follows the Fermi gas approximation quite well
as long as the average number of intermediate mass frag-
ments~IMFs! is less than 1@48#.

To obtain the concentration of fragments of a given mass,
the total number of fragments,NA , of a given sizeA was
normalized to the size of the fragmenting systemA0 so that
nA5NA /A0.

The location of the critical point, in terms of excitation
energy, was determined from an examination of measured
fluctuations. In general, as the critical point of a system is
approached from the two phase region, the difference be-
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tween phases diminishes and the system fluctuates from one
phase to the other. At the critical point the fluctuations are
maximal. However, while the maximum in the fluctuations
occurs at the critical point, the presence of a peak in the
fluctuations is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for a
existence of a phase transition@9#.

The fluctuations measured in the EOS data are~1! in the
charge of the largest fragment normalized to the charge of
the fragmenting system and~2! related to the average mass
number of a fragment as measured by the quantityg2 @49#,
where

g25S rms~A!

^A& D 2

115
M2M0

M1
2

, ~22!

with Mk as thekth moments of the fragment distributions:

Mk5 (
A51

nAAk. ~23!

These fluctuations are shown in Fig. 2.

The peak in the fluctuations was found by smoothing the
data~solid lines in Fig. 2!, taking the numerical derivative of
the smoothed data, and finding the value ofE* where the the
derivative passed through zero; see Fig. 3. Finally, the value
of the excitation energy at the critical pointEc* was deter-
mined by averaging the results from both measures of the
fluctuations. Table I lists the results. For this analysis the
values determined for the excitation energy at the critical
point for the Au1C reaction are in proximity of other values
observed in previous EOS analyses (Ec* '4.75A MeV!
@36,16,17#. Differences in the values ofEc* arise from the

FIG. 2. Left: the rms fluctuations in the charge of the largest
fragment normalized to the charge of the fragmenting system plot-
ted as a function of excitation energy. Right: the quantityg2 plotted
as a function of the excitation energy. Open symbols show the data
points; solid curves show the results of smoothing the data.

FIG. 3. Numerical derivatives of the smoothed data from Fig. 2
of ~left! the rms fluctuations in the charge of the largest fragment
normalized to the charge of the fragmenting system plotted as a
function of excitation energy and~right! the quantityg2 plotted as a
function of the excitation energy. Solid star symbols show the ap-
proximate location in excitation energy where the derivative is zero,
thus indicating the critical point.

TABLE I. Critical points of excited nuclei.

System Ec* ~A MeV! Tc ~MeV! rc(r0) pc(MeV/fm3)

Au1C 4.660.2 7.660.2 0.3960.01 0.1160.04
La1C 4.960.2 7.860.2 0.3960.01 0.1260.04
Kr1C 5.160.2 8.160.2 0.3960.01 0.1260.04
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different method of constructing the thermal portion of the
excitation energy described above@12,20#.

Estimates of the critical temperatureTc are made by using
the values ofEc* in Eq. ~20! and lead to values, shown in
Table I, which are comparable to theoretical estimates for
small nuclear systems@50–53#. As an aside, as shown in
Table I the value ofTc increases with decreasing projectile
~and thus remnant! mass. This is opposite of the trend as-
sumed in a prior analysis of the EOS gold multifragmenta-
tion data where the Coulomb energy was neglected@9# but in
agreement with the trend reported in other analysis of the
EOS data sets@12,20#.

In Fig. 2 the value ofg2 for the Kr system attains a peak
value of only;1.8. It has been suggested that the magnitude
of the peak ing2 could distinguish between the presence of a
power law witht.2 (g2.2) and an exponential distribu-
tion (g2,2) in the cluster yields@20,49#. However, it was
seen that this is not the case@9# and it will be seen in the
Appendix that small percolation lattices have values ofg2
with peak magnitudes of less than 2 yet still exhibit a con-
tinuous phase transition with an exponent oft;2.2 in the
power law describing the cluster yields at the critical point.
Thus, the height of the peak ing2 cannot be used to rule out
the presence of a critical point and the associated power law
in the cluster distribution or provide information about the
value of the power law exponent.

Data from each system for 0.25 AMeV<E* <Ec* ~which
corresponds to a range of 0<«,;0.8) and 4<Z<Z0/4
were simultaneously fit to Eq.~18!, which, as mentioned
previously, helps ensure that the fragments examined in this
analysis are produced via first chance emission. There were
nearly 200 points from the EOS data sets used in the fitting
procedure. The fit parameterst, s, and c0 were kept the
same for all three data sets whileDm, x, andy were allowed
to vary between the systems to minimize the chi squared;

this gives 12 free parameters used to fit nearly 200 data
points. Previous analyses of the EOS data@9,36# assumed
thatDm50 and that the effects of the Coulomb energy were
small. The analysis presented here makes no such
assumptions.

Fixing t at 2.2 did not significantly change the results of
this analysis. Using a commonx value for all three data sets
also returned results similar to those quoted below. Using a
commony value for all three data sets also returned results
similar to those quoted below. These different methods sug-
gest a systematic error of;15% of the value in question. All
errors quoted below are those returned by the fitting proce-
dure, propagated where necessary. Finally, the same data col-
lapse observed below would be seen if the parameters were
fixed to t52.21,s50.64 ~their d53 Ising values!, c0

516.8 MeV ~the textbook value of the nuclear liquid-drop
surface energy coefficient!, DmAu,La,Kr50 ~they must be
close to zero since fragments are observed!, andy50.5 ~in
keeping with previous assumptions that the fragments prior
to secondary decay have the same mass to charge ratio of the
excited remnant@9,12#! and letting onlyx, the Coulomb pa-
rameter vary to minimize the chi squared.

C. Results

Figure 4 shows the fragment mass yield distribution
scaled by the power law prefactor, the chemical potential,
and Coulomb terms:nA /q0A2texp@(DmA1ECoul)/T# plotted
against the inverse temperature scaled by Fisher’s parametri-
zation of the surface energy:As«/T. Now, the scaled data
for all three systems collapse onto a single line over several
orders of magnitude as predicted by Fisher’s droplet formal-
ism @25#. This collapse provides direct evidence for a liquid
to vapor phase transition in excited nuclei. Furthermore, the

FIG. 4. ~Color! The scaled yield distribution versus the scaled temperature for the gold, lanthanum, and krypton systems. The solid line
has a slope ofc0.
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fact that the data from each system show a common
scaling illustrates the common nature of the underlying phe-
nomenon.

The values of t52.260.1, s50.7160.02, and c0
514.061.0 MeV determined in this analysis are in agree-
ment with those determined for the ISiS gold multifragmen-
tation data sets@10# and are in agreement with values previ-
ously determined for the EOS Au1C data set@12,36#. The
value of the surface energy coefficientc0 is close to the value
of the surface energy coefficient of the liquid-drop model
which is ;16.8 MeV.

A previous analysis of the EOS gold multifragmentation
showed the surface energy coefficient to bec056.860.5
MeV @36#. The difference between thec056.860.5 MeV
from that work and thec0514.061.0 MeV presented here
arises from the differing analyses. In the previous analysis it
was assumed thatDm50, that the Coulomb energy was neg-
ligible, and that the level density parameter was constant at
a513. These assumptions allowed some degree of scaling
and yielded sensible values for the critical exponents, but
resulted in a surface energy coefficient that was a factor of 2
of lower than that of the present analysis.

In addition to a surface energy coefficient that is in better
agreement with the standard liquid-drop model, the greater
collapse of the data in the present work demonstrates the
improvements of the present analysis over the previous one.
The improvements in analysis are related to allowing a non-
zeroDm, taking into account the cost in Coulomb energy to
move a fragment from the liquid to the vapor and accounting
for the change in the level density parameter over the exci-
tation energy range. The treatment of secondary decay in
both analyses is different: previously it was assumed that the
fragments, prior to any secondary decay, had the same mass
to charge ratio as the fragmenting remnant. In the present
analysis the amount of secondary decay is left as a free
parameter.

The values ofDm reported in Table II can be considered
‘‘small’’ in light of Eq. ~7!. The chemical potential of the
liquid can be found by

m l5E01TS0 , ~24!

with E0 as the bulk energy per particle andS0 as the bulk
entropy per particle@25#. Treating the system as a Fermi gas
so thatS/A5aT yields

m5E01E* . ~25!

Thus the important energy scale forDm is E01E* and for
nuclear matterE0;15.5 MeV. The values ofDm returned
by this analysis are,6% of E01E* , indicating that the

system is close to coexistence. The values ofDm should also
be compared to the values returned when the EOS fragment
yields were fit to Eq.~6!: ^Dm&'3.0A MeV for all EOS
reactions. The reduction in the magnitude of theDm values
is about a factor of 6 and is due to the modification of Eq.~6!
to account for the Coulomb energy, i.e., Eq.~18!. The re-
maining small positiveDm values of the systems may indi-
cate that those systems are slightly super-saturated, or more
probably they may reflect some other energy costs not taken
into account~e.g., the symmetry energy or pairing!, or they
may reflect that the approximation for the cost in Coulomb
energy to form a fragment given in Eq.~19! is not com-
pletely adequate@for instance, Eq.~19! assumes a spherical
geometry which may or may not be the case#, or they may
merely reflect noise in the data.

The values ofx for each system may indicate more~Au
and La! or less~Kr! Coulomb energy present in the system.
They may also reflect the symmetry of the collision which
may affect the geometry of the remnant; e.g., a very asym-
metric collision like Au1C may leave a nearly spherical
remnant, while a more symmetric collision like Kr1C may
result in a less spherical fragmenting system.

The values ofy returned indicate that the fragments have
the same mass to charge ratio as the excited remnant.

The difference in values ofDm, x, andy determined in
the analysis of the three EOS data sets and those determined
in the analysis of the ISiS 8.0 GeV/c p on gold multifrag-
mentation set@10# is left an open question. The small differ-
ences inEc* and Tc are due to the differences in recon-
structed excitation energy scales@54#. This difference carries
over to all energy related quantities, e.g.,c0.

Finally, in light of the above parameter results, it is clear
that the same data collapse would be observed if the param-
eters were fixed to some nominal values, discussed above,
with only x, the Coulomb parameter varying to minimize the
chi squared. Thus only three free parameters are truly needed
to fit the ;200 data points of the EOS data sets.

D. Coexistence curve of finite neutral nuclear matter

1. Pressure-temperature coexistence line

Before determining the pressure-temperature coexistence
line, the meaning of a pressure associated with an excited
nuclear remnant must be addressed. As discussed above, in
the actual experiment, this pressure is virtual; it is the pres-
sure the vapor would have in order to provide the back flow
needed to keep the source at equilibrium. However, since the
yields from Fisher’s formalism are proportional to both the
pressure, Eq.~8!, and the evaporation rate, Eq.~17!, it is
clear that by fitting the yields as has been done above, one
can infer an associated~virtual! vapor pressure.

The p-T coexistence curve can be determined from this
analysis. As seen in Sec. II A, Fisher’s theory assumes that
the nonideal fluid can be approximated by an ideal gas of
clusters. Accordingly, the quantitynA is proportional to the
partial pressure of a fragment of massA and the total pres-

TABLE II. Uncommon fit parameters.

System Dm ~A MeV! x y

Au1C 0.3860.02 1.160.2 0.560.1
La1C 0.4760.03 1.260.1 0.360.2
Kr1C 0.5860.08 4.061.0 0.860.2
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sure due to all of the fragments is the sum of their partial
pressures@see Eq.~8!#. The reduced pressure is then given by

p

pc
5

T( nA~T!

Tc( nA~Tc!

. ~26!

The coexistence curve for finite neutral nuclear matter is ob-
tained by substituting thenA(T,Dm50,ECoul50) from Eq.
~18! in the numerator of Eq.~26! and nA(Tc ,Dm50,ECoul
50) in the denominator. This allows one to transform the
information in Fig. 4 into the familiar phase diagram in Fig.
5. The data points shown give the values ofp/pc andTc /T
calculated via Eq.~26! for the bins inE* up to and including
the critical point.

Figure 5 gives an estimate of the coexistence line of finite
nuclear matter and from this it is possible to make an esti-
mate of the bulk binding energy of nuclear matter. One be-
gins by assuming that the system behaves as an ideal gas and
uses the Clausius-Clapeyron equation

]p

]T
5

DH

TDV
, ~27!

whereDH is the molar enthalpy of evaporation andDV is
the molar volume difference between the two phases. Then
solving for the vapor pressure with

DV5Vvapor2Vliquid'Vvapor5
T

p
~28!

gives

p5p0expS 2DH

T D , ~29!

which would lead to the ratio of

p

pc
5expFDH

Tc
S 12

Tc

T D G ~30!

if DH were assumed to be temperature independent. How-
ever, asT→Tc the gas is not ideal andDHÞconst, but it has
long been known that for several normal fluids these devia-
tions compensate so that ln(p/pc) is approximately linear in
T/Tc @55#.

A fit of Eq. ~30! to the coexistence curves for the systems
is shown in Fig. 5 yields the ratio ofDH/Tc . Using the
corresponding values ofTc gives the molar enthalpies of
evaporation of the liquidDH shown in Table III. From these
DH valuesDE is constructed viaDE5DH2pV with pV
5T ~with the ideal gas approximation! using the average
temperature from the range in Fig. 5 listed in Table III.DE
refers to the cost in energy to evaporate a single fragment. To
determine the energy cost on a per nucleon basisDE is di-
vided by the most probable size of a fragment over the tem-
perature range in Fig. 5. Since the gas described by Fisher’s
formalism is an ideal gas of clusters, the most probable clus-
ter size is greater in size than a monomer. The most probable
size of a fragment in the region of thep-T coexistence line
obtained from Eq.~18! and the experimentally determined
parameters is 1.0560.05. Thus theDE/A becomes'14A
MeV, close to the nuclear bulk energy coefficient of 15.5
MeV and close to the average excitation energy removed by
a nucleon and the threshold for particle evaporation observed
in compound nucleus decay@56#. The agreement of the esti-
mate of DE/A determined from these multifragmentation
data and measurements of similar energies from compound
nucleus data is not surprising as it has been recently ob-
served that the Fisher droplet formalism provides a good
parametrization of the evaporation yields of compound
nucleus decay@47#.

2. Temperature-density coexistence curve

As seen in Sec. II A the system’s density can be found
from Eq. ~9!. The reduced density is given by

r

rc
5

( AnA~T!

( AnA~Tc!

. ~31!

With Dm andECoul set to 0 in the numerator of Eq.~18! and
Dm andECoul set to 0 withT set toTc in the denominator,
Eq. ~31! gives the low density~vapor! branch of the coexist-
ence curve of finite nuclear matter, shown in Fig. 6.

FIG. 5. The reduced pressure-temperature phase diagram: the
points show calculations performed at the excitation energies below
the critical point and the lines show fits to the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation.

TABLE III. Thermodynamic properties of excited nuclei.

System DH ~MeV! ^T& ~MeV! DE/A (A MeV! Cc
F

Au1C 19.460.7 4.660.6 1461 0.2860.09
La1C 19.660.7 4.960.6 1461 0.2860.09
Kr1C 19.560.7 4.960.6 1461 0.2860.09
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Following Guggenheim’s work with simple fluids, it is
possible to determine the high density~liquid! branch as
well: empirically, ther/rc–T/Tc coexistence curves of sev-
eral fluids can be fit with the function@57#

r l ,v

rc
511b1S 12

T

Tc
D6b2S 12

T

Tc
D b

, ~32!

where the parameterb2 is positive~negative! for the liquidr l
~vapor rv) branch. Using Fisher’s formalism,b can be de-
termined fromt ands @25#:

b5
t22

s
. ~33!

For this workb50.360.1. Using this value ofb and fitting
the coexistence curve from the EOS data sets with Eq.~32!
one obtains estimates of therv branch of the coexistence
curve and changing the sign ofb2 gives ther l branch, thus
yielding the full T-r coexistence curve of finite nuclear
matter.

From Fig. 6 it is possible to make an estimate of the
density at the critical pointrc . Assuming that normal nuclei
exist at theT50 point of ther l branch of the coexistence
curve, then using the parametrization of the coexistence
curve in Eq.~32! gives rc;r0/3. See Table I for precise
values.

3. Pressure-density coexistence curve

For the sake of completeness thep/pc2r/rc projection
of the coexistence curve is determined by combining the
results of the previous two sections. This is shown in Fig. 7.
It is clear from Fig. 7 that the fitted curves do not reach
p/pc51 at r/rc51 while the data points do. This is a re-
flection of the validity of the assumptions that went into
deriving Eq.~30!.

4. Compressibility factor

The critical compressibility factorCc
F5pc /Tcrc can also

be determined in a straightforward manner from@28#

Cc
F5

( nA~Tc!

( AnA~Tc!

. ~34!

Table III shows the results for the EOS data sets which are in
agreement with the values for several fluids@28# and that of
the ISiS data@10#.

Finally, a measure of the pressure at the critical pointpc
can be made by usingTc andrc from above in combination
with Cc

F . The results are shown in Table I. This last calcu-
lation gives a complete experimental measure of the location
of the critical point of finite neutral nuclear matter
(pc ,Tc ,rc) and is in agreement with the ISiS results and in
rough agreement with theoretical calculations@50,53#.

III. CONCLUSION

Through a direct examination of the most accessible fea-
tures of nuclear multifragmentation, namely, the fragment
distributions themselves, and the use of Fisher’s droplet for-
malism, modified to account for the Coulomb energy cluster
formation, a measurement of the coexistence curve of finite
neutral nuclear matter has been made for three different mul-
tifragmenting systems and estimates of the critical point for
finite nuclear matter have been made. Alternative analyses to
the one presented here have been applied to theoretical mod-
els with results that seem to cast some doubt on the results
presented in this paper@48,58,59#. However, these models,
the analyses applied to them, and their interpretations are the

FIG. 6. The points are calculations performed at the excitation
energies below the critical point and the lines are a fit to and reflec-
tion of Guggenheim’s equation.

FIG. 7. The points are calculations performed at the excitation
energies below the critical point and the lines are the results of the
fits from the previous sections.
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subject of much debate@15,60# and the meaningfulness of
the model results with respect to analysis of data is far from
certain. The precise values of quantities like the critical ex-
ponents and critical temperature and precise locations of co-
existence curves depend on the assumptions made for the
cost in Coulomb energy for fragment formation and the as-
sumptions made to account for the secondary decay of the
fragments. While theexactforms are unknown, the estimates
made in this paper have solid physical origins and yield val-
ues of the surface energy coefficient and the bulk binding
energy of nuclear matter which are consistent with estab-
lished values. Both thep-T coexistence lines and theT-r
coexistence curves for all three EOS systems are consistent.
These are strong indications that this analysis determines the
coexistence curve and can be used to construct the phase
diagram of finite neutral nuclear matter based on experimen-
tal data.

APPENDIX

To demonstrate the efficacy of the above analysis, it is
applied to the cluster distributions from three dimensional

simple cubic lattices of sideL54, 6, and 9. It will be seen
that if the above procedures are followed, well-known quan-
tities are recovered.

Cluster distributions for over 100 000 lattice realizations
were generated by breaking bonds between sites@61#. A
value of the lattice’s bond breaking probabilityq was chosen
from a uniform distribution on~0,1!. Next, a bond probabil-
ity qi was randomly chosen from a uniform distribution on
~0,1! for the i th bond. Ifqi was less thanq, then thei th bond
was broken and two sites were separated. This process was
performed for each bond in the lattice. At low values ofq,
few bonds were broken, resulting in a cluster distributions
that are analogous to the liquid-vapor coexistence of a fluid.
In an infinite lattice the distinguishablity of the ‘‘liquid’’
phase and the ‘‘vapor’’ phase vanishes at a unique value of
the lattice probabilityqc when the probability of forming a
percolating cluster changes from zero to unity@62,63#. For
the ensuing analysis, the number of clusters of sizeA per
lattice sitenA was calculated by histogramming the lattice
realizations into 100 bins onq from 0 to 1.

FIG. 8. Left: the rms fluctuations in the size of the largest cluster
normalized to the size of the lattice system plotted as a function of
bond breaking probability. Right: the quantityg2 plotted as a func-
tion of bond breaking probability. Open symbols show the estimate
of the excitation at the critical point based on the maximum of the
fluctuations; the solid line shows the results of smoothing the data.

FIG. 9. Left: the numerical derivative of rms fluctuations in the
size of the largest cluster normalized to the size of the lattice system
plotted as a function of bond breaking probability. Right: the nu-
merical derivative of the quantityg2 plotted as a function of bond
breaking probability. Open symbols show the estimate of the exci-
tation at the critical point based on the maximum of the fluctua-
tions; the solid stars show where the derivatives are zero.
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First the value of the probability at the critical pointqc is
determined by locating the maximum in the fluctuations of
~1! the size of the largest cluster and~2! g2. Figures 8 and 9
show these measures of the fluctuations. The location of the
maximum is determined as in the EOS data, the data are
smoothed, and then the numerical derivative is taken. The
location of the peak in the largest cluster is averaged with the
location of the peak ing2 and the results are recorded in
Table IV. As expected the value ofqc changes with the lat-
tice size.

Note that in Fig. 8 the value ofg2 for the L54 lattice
attains a peak value of only;1.9; this is a finite size effect
and due to the small size of the lattice. Sinceg2 is related to
the fluctuations in the average size of a cluster, it is clear that
as the size of the lattice decreases, the upper limit in the size
of a cluster decreases, thus imposing a limit on the
size ofg2.

Next the cluster yields from the three different lattices are
fit simultaneously to Eq.~6!, with qc(L) keeping the fit pa-
rameterss andt consistent between lattices and lettingDm
andc0 vary between lattices. Data from 0.4<q<1.05qc and
5<A<3L were included in the fitting procedure. This gives
seven fit parameters with 1083 points to fit. The results are
shown in Fig. 10 and recorded in Table V.

The formula in Eq.~6! used in this analysis is only one
example of a more general form of the scaling assumption
@62,63#

nA5A2t f ~X!, ~A1!

with X5As«w/T and wheref (X) is some general scaling
function. This scaling function should be valid on both sides
of the critical point. For smallX (T'Tc and smallA) and
«.0, f (X) will vary as exp(2X) with s51/(bd)51/(g
1b)50.64 for d53 Ising systems or 0.45 ford53 perco-
lation systems andw51. For largeX (T far from Tc or large
A) and«.0, f (X) will vary as exp(2X) with s52/3 for all
three dimensional systems and withw52n, wheren50.63
for d53 Ising systems andn50.88 for d53 percolation
lattices.

The fitting procedure using Eq.~6! returned a value of
s50.4460.01 andt52.19260.003 in good agreement with
other measurements,s50.45 andt52.18 @63#. It is clear
from these results that the data examined here are in the
small X, «.0 region where the approximation off (X)
given in Eq.~6! is valid. As with the EOS data, the errors
quoted here are from the fitting procedure. Systematic errors
that arise from the use of Fisher’s scaling form and from the
fitting regions inA andq are on the order of;10%.

The value ofc0 for theL56 lattice is in good agreement
with previous measures@36#. The interpretation of the
change inc0 with lattice size will be discussed below.

The values ofDm for all lattices are close to zero, in
agreement with the fact that percolation calculations such as
these are at coexistence.

FIG. 10. ~Color! The scaled yield distribution versus the scaled bond breaking probability for theL59, 6, and 4 lattices. The solid lines
have a slope ofc0(L).

TABLE IV. Critical points of finite percolation lattices.

L qc rc pc

9 0.70560.004 0.21060.001 0.04160.001
6 0.68560.004 0.21660.001 0.04160.001
4 0.65560.004 0.24360.002 0.04460.001

TABLE V. Percolation fit parameters.

L Dm c0

9 20.00860.004 2.6260.04
6 0.00160.001 2.4260.04
4 0.00760.001 1.9160.04
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It is now a simple matter to follow the analysis described
above using Fisher’s parametrization of the cluster distribu-
tion to determine the ‘‘phase diagrams’’ for these percolation
lattices. The interpretation of these ‘‘phase diagrams’’ is not
as simple.

First the ‘‘reduced pressure’’ as a function of the inverse
of the ‘‘reduced probability’’q/qc is determined via Eq.~26!,
and as usual for percolation studiesq replacesT andqc re-
placesTc . The results are shown in Fig. 11 where the points
are fit with Eq ~30!. This leads to an estimate of the ‘‘en-
thalpy of evaporation of a cluster’’ given in Table VI. The
values ofDH are on the order of the values ofc0 and in-
crease with increasingL.

To determine the ‘‘energy of vaporization’’ of a cluster
DE the ideal gas approximationpV5q is followed so that
DE5DH2q, whereT is replaced byq in keeping with stan-
dard practice in percolation work andq is the average bond
breaking probability considered: 0.5660.02, 0.5460.02,
and 0.5360.02 forL59, 6, and 4, respectively. TheDE/A
values listed in Table VI were found by dividingDH2q by
the most probable cluster size (1.1560.05, 1.2560.05, and
1.2560.05 for L59, 6, and 4, respectively!; this putsDE
on a ‘‘per site’’ basis.

The values ofDE/A shown in Table VI are nearly iden-

tical to the values of the surface energy coefficientc0, which
is not surprising since for percolation on a simple cubic lat-
tice c0 arises from the bonds broken to form the surface.
Furthermore, the ‘‘energy of vaporization’’ is approximately
equal to the number of bonds per lattice site~also shown in
Table VI!, a strong indication that theDE/A calculated here

FIG. 12. The points shown on the low density branch are from
the calculations performed at the bond breaking probabilities below
the critical point. The lines are a fit to and reflection of Guggen-
heim’s equation. The points shown on the high density branch show
the size of the largest fragment at a given value ofq normalized to
the size of the largest fragment atqc .

FIG. 13. The points are calculations performed at the bond
breaking probabilities below the critical point and the lines are the
results of the fits from the previous sections.

FIG. 11. The reduced pressure-probability phase diagram: the
points show calculations performed at the probabilities below the
critical point and the lines show fits to the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation.

TABLE VI. ‘‘Thermodynamic’’ properties of finite percolation
lattices.

L DH DE/A Cc
F Bonds/site

9 3.6260.03 2.760.1 0.27560.003 2.67
6 3.3560.03 2.260.1 0.27560.003 2.50
4 2.7560.03 1.860.1 0.27560.003 2.25
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is the ‘‘bulk binding energy’’ of the lattice in question. The
value ofDE/A decreases with the size of the lattice because
the percolation calculations were performed for open bound-
ary conditions.

The compressibility factor at the critical point was deter-
mined via Eq.~34!, the results are shown in Table VI. From
Cc

F , qc , and rc ~determined below! the ‘‘pressure’’ at the
critical point can be found. The resulting values ofpc are
shown in Table IV, but the interpretation of these values is an
open question.

Following the thermodynamic treatment of the percola-
tion results, the reduced probability versus ‘‘reduced den-
sity’’ phase diagram is produced via Eq.~31!. This leads to
the points shown in Fig. 12. These points are then fit to
Guggenheim’s empirical formula, Eq.~32!, with b50.43
60.01 ~in good agreement with textbook values 0.41@63#!
from Eq.~33!. These results are shown for each lattice by the
solid lines in Fig. 12.

While it is not clear what density this plot describes, some
insight can be gained by noting that the ‘‘liquid’’ branch
reachesr/rc;4 to ;4.5 at q50. Assuming that, atq
50, r51, since no bonds are broken, thenrc;0.22 to
;0.25, which is approximately the percentage of bonds bro-

ken at the critical point. Thus it seems that the density in Fig.
12 is related to the number of broken bonds. It is also noted
that for q50 the vapor branch of the coexistence curve
showsr/rc.0; this serves as an illustration of the magni-
tude of the error associated with this procedure.

It is also possible to directly explore the behavior of the
reduced density of the ‘‘liquid,’’ at least in the larger system.
This is done by normalizing the size of the largest cluster at
a given value ofq to the size of the largest cluster at the
critical pointAmax(q)/Amax(qc). Figure 12 shows that for the
L59 lattice, the measured normalized density of the liquid
tracks along the coexistence curve predicted by Guggen-
heim’s empirical formula and the reduced density of the va-
por. Forq/qc,0.75 the effects of the finite size of the lattice
are observed and the measured reduced density of the liquid
deviates from the coexistence curve. The effects of finite size
are more evident in the smaller lattices where there is little or
no agreement between the measured reduced density of the
liquid and the coexistence curves. Effects of finite size on the
largest cluster such as these have been observed previously
@64#.

For the sake of completeness, the ‘‘reduced pressure’’ ver-
sus ‘‘reduced density’’ projection of the phase diagram is
shown in Fig. 13.
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